SIMWALK

Trust The Price-Performance Leader in
the Simulation Industry
SimWalk is widely recognized as the price-performance leader in the pedestrian simulation market, combining state-of-the-art technology and flexibility with competitive pricing.
SimWalk provides customized pedestrian simulation
solutions for your application domain (SimWalk
Transport for public transport, SimWalk Airport for
aviation and SimWalk PRO for traffic and evacuation), and not a one-size-fits-all software approach.
We believe that in a complex world the one-sizefits-all approach is flawed, and simulation software
has to adapt to the specific needs of its customers.
That’s why we deliver software solutions for different
domains where you get exactly what you need, and

Why SimWalk ?
SimWalk is a leading and comprehensive
pedestrian simulation solution that includes
more than a decade of research and successful
deployment by transport, aviation and security industries. High-end pedestrian simulation
technology, customized solutions and excellent support are the cornerstones of SimWalk
solutions.

Products
The products available are SimWalk Transport
(for public transport), SimWalk PRO (for urban
planning and evacuation), and SimWalk Airport
(for aviation). SimWalk DEMO is an entry version
to pedestrian simulation.
nothing else. A customization approach to simulation software allows to integrate more specific user
feedback and features that make sense for one domain and not for the other, thereby reducing inefficiencies for customers.
In addition, domain customization allows to specifically cooperate with powerful partners in each domain which increases the value of the software for
our customers.

SIMWALK

Pedestrian simulation is our core business. As specialists, we
aim to be leaders.
We concentrate on the business of pedestrian simulation. It allows us to focus exclusively on better
algorithms, stronger performance and higher usability, without any compromise.
Together with our research partners we are committed to improve the technology of pedestrian simulation further to increase the value and benefit of it for our customers.
Our customers can be assured that, as specialists, we are always at the forefront of developments in simulation
technology and services. Since we believe in the benefits of pedestrian simulation, we are also committed to
bring the technology to students and universities, to all the engineers and professionals who will shape our future environment.

Support is our passion. Get an answer to your problem within 24 hours.
We know that by using a complex technology, support is - alongside the software - the single most important
factor for our customers to be successful.
We provide different support channels (e-mail, phone, desktop sharing, webinars etc.) for problem specific help
and try to respond within 24 hours. We believe that usability is a part of support: the better the usability of a
software, the better customers are supported to be successful. It is a main focus of our work to offer innovative
usability solutions to enhance ease of use.

Integration is our credo. We believe in cooperation, thriving
together with our partners.
Value added partnerships are at the core of our product (e.g. OpenTrack, MatSim etc). They extend and broaden
the value and applicability of pedestrian simulation in different directions.
We provide a full range of consulting services from training to model development, cooperating with our customers so they deliver their projects in time and within budget.

Contact

Download SimWalk DEMO
www.simwalk.com/download.php

Savannah Simulations AG
Alte Dorfstrasse 24
CH-8704 Herrliberg
Switzerland
Phone: +41 (0)44 790 17 14
sales@simwalk.com
www.simwalk.com

